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ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY1
PERUPETRO S.A. is a Peruvian State-owned Company, ruled by Private Law. On behalf
of the Peruvian State, PERUPETRO S.A. promotes, negotiates, subscribes and
supervises contracts for the hydrocarbon exploration and production as well as technical
evaluation agreements, in Peru.
PERUPETRO S.A. hereby expresses its position to fight head-on against corruption and
its firm decision to adopt all the necessary measures to combat it, which is why it commits
itself to:
1. Prohibit acts of corruption in any form, whether in relation to a public official or a private
person.
2. Comply with the requirements of the Anti-Bribery Management System based on the
ISO 37001: 2016 standards, and promote its continuous improvement.
3. Implement actions, measures and controls to prevent, detect, investigate, punish and,
if applicable, report to the competent authorities, possible cases of corruption, as well
as raising good-faith concerns or those based on a reasonable belief, in confidence
and without fear of retaliation, guaranteeing their confidentiality at all times.
4. Disseminate and encourage all stakeholders associated with the functions and/or
activities of the company to take knowledge of this Policy so that they adopt standards
of behavior consistent with this approach.
5. Comply with Peruvian anti-corruption legislation, such as Law Nr. 30424 “Law that
regulates the administrative liability of legal entities”.
Likewise, for the maximum guarantee of compliance with the Anti-Bribery Management
System, PERUPETRO S.A. has appointed the Secretary of the Board of Directors as the
Prevention Officer, who is endowed with adequate capacity, independence and authority
in order to ensure the correct implementation and continuous improvement of the AntiBribery Management System, and is in charge of promoting and developing mechanisms
to prevent and combat acts of bribery.
The Code of Ethics and Conduct and the Internal Work Rules apply to all employees of
PERUPETRO S.A, without distinction of labor or contractual regime and without prejudice
to the administrative, civil and / or criminal liabilities that could arise from acts, facts or
behaviors entailing an infringement to the Anti-Bribery Management System, the AntiCorruption Policy and the fight against corruption.
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